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Quick Transmigration Female Lead: Male God, Never Stopping 

Chapter 851: Golden boss: The film empress ex-wife’s cuteness (Part 52) 

Luo Qing Chen looked around before her eyes fell onto Xiao Fan. 

Her face was very pale, without a trace of blood. There was a large part of her chest that was wet and 

the burned area was red and swollen. 

“You are the manager?” Michelle knit her brows and crossed her hands at her chest, “This person ruined 

my one and half million dollar coat, what will you do about that!” 

Luo Qing Chen heard this and looked at the girl beside Xiao Fan, “Call an ambulance. Her face looks quite 

bad, she might be going into shock from the burns.” 

As soon as her voice fell, she quickly took the soup from Xiao Fan’s hand and had her sit down. 

Michelle saw this and angrily said, “What is this? Are you protecting her?” 

“He, he.” She gave a cold laugh before turning to look at Michelle with an extreme chill coming from 

her, “It seems like I have to talk to an arrogant person like you who doesn’t help others after burning 

them.” 

“What? You’re here to deal with me, what kind of joke is this?” Michelle was clearly very dissatisfied 

with Luo Qing Chen’s words, so she raised her head and said, “Get it clear, she ruined my clothes, she 

has to take responsibility, alright?” 

“So if she dies, you also have to go to jail or be executed, understand?” Luo Qing Chen narrowed her 

cold eyes, “Burning the skin damages its ability to block against bacteria, so heavily burnt victims will 

have weakened white blood cell function and are more prone to infections. Infections can develop into 

sepsis and septic shock, do you understand if I say it like this?” 

Michelle was taken aback. She never thought that reprimanding a waitress would have such serious 

consequences. 

But even so, she couldn’t lose her momentum. She gritted her teeth and roared, “So what, she bumped 

into me, alright? What a joke! I wasn’t the one who bumped into her! Are you blind?” 

Luo Qing Chen pointed at a camera in the top right corner, “As for who is blind, I think the camera 

knows the best.” 

“You……” Michelle’s face turned red in anger from this. After all, she was in front of He Chen, this was 

too embarrassing! 

No, she definitely couldn’t lose her momentum! 

She said this to herself before sticking out her chest, “You want to protect your shortcomings? Are you 

sure you can afford this?” 

A small manager dared to talk to her like this and it was in front of her dear male god. 
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Definitely not, she couldn’t take this! 

“Who said that I was the manager?” Luo Qing Chen turned over to look at He Chen. 

He sipped his coffee with a calm look, like he was watching a good play, waiting for the final moment. 

“You’re not the manager? Then who are you! Acting this arrogant, you’re not embarrassed to use 

medical knowledge against me!” Michelle looked her over with disdain, sneering at how she was 

dressed as she said, “Look at your clothes? A university student caring this much! Do you know my 

father’s relationship with the owner of this store?” 

The business circle was only that big, the big bosses all knew each other. 

“Ze, ze.” Luo Qing Chen’s lips couldn’t help curling, “I think that my relationship with the owner of the 

store is better than yours.” 

As soon as her voice fell, mister Smith couldn’t help speaking up for his daughter, “This little girl 

shouldn’t say such strong words.” 

“Oh? Strong words? Could it be that this miss is the daughter of the owner of the restaurant?” Luo Qing 

Chen said with a faint smile. 
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 “You……What nonsense are you saying!” Mister Smith suddenly became particularly angry as he roared, 

“If you are nosy, you should see how much you’re worth. There are some people who you can’t afford to 

offend!” 

“It seems like I’ve accidentally touched on some secret.” Luo Qing Chen said with a chuckle, “But you’re 

too excited, I meant that I am his daughter.” 

“He……” Michelle doubtfully looked at Luo Qing Chen for three seconds, as her eyes filled with shock. 

He Chen slowly stood up and came to Luo Qing Chen’s side. One of his hands came to her waist as he 

looked at mister Smith and said, “I forgot to introduce you, this is my wife, Luo Qing Chen.” 

Luo Qing Chen pursed her lips. At that moment, her lips couldn’t help curling into a faint smile. 

It was a feeling of being pampered, letting you act arrogant and cause trouble. When you were done, 

there would be a pair of warm hands that would protect you. 

At that moment, the air in the VIP room became very awkward. Michelle’s face turned black and white. 

She never would have thought that this girl who had stood up for the waitress would be He Chen’s wife 

or the daughter of the owner of this restaurant. 

“I……I……” She pursed her lips and said, “All of you move for me!” 

As soon as her voice fell, she picked up her coat and prepared to leave. 

After all, the situation was just too embarrassing for her, she had to immediately leave! 
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“Wait.” Luo Qing Chen stretched out a hand to stop her, “You wouldn’t be thinking that I was just 

kidding, right!” 

“What do you want to do?” Michelle’s eyes opened wide, but she suppressed her anger, “I admit I 

suffered a loss, this coat will be considered one and a half million spent on a dog, isn’t that enough?” 

“Of course not!” She immediately replied, “A person’s life is worth more than your one and a half 

million. If something happens to my worker, I will definitely make you pay the price. By the law, you 

have to stay in a detention center for forty eight hours, I wonder if this miss can take this!” 

“This……” Mister Smith looked at He Chen, “This is a small matter, doesn’t director He think so?” 

He Chen looked at Luo Qing Chen and gently patted her head. Then he turned back to mister Smith, “If 

my wife thinks it’s a small matter, it’s a small matter. If she thinks that this is a big matter, I also think it’s 

a big matter!” 

“Director He, you……” Mister Smith clearly couldn’t control his anger anymore. He never thought that 

the calm and collected He Chen would actually say something like this. 

Just what kind of background did this Luo Qing Chen have! She could make He Chen take her as a wife 

and act this arrogantly! 

“If you want to mediate at this time, isn’t it a bit too late?” Luo Qing Chen had a deep meaning in her 

eyes as she said, “Let’s go to the hospital!” 

When the ambulance came, Xiao Fan had already fainted. Because she had been working overtime for 

several days, her body was already rather weak. 

The infection from the burns were very serious and some of the infection had spread to her lungs. 

Michelle who was arrogant heard the doctor’s medical report and her arrogance completely 

disappeared, as her face became especially pale. 

“I think that if something really happened to Xiao Fan, you would be charged with the crime of homicide 

in our country.” Luo Qing Chen’s eyes were cold and her words didn’t have a single trace of warmth. 
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“Dad…..Dad, I…..I didn’t do it on purpose!” Michelle became anxious and her tears came out. 

Mister Smith quickly came forward to comfort her, “Don’t be afraid, don’t be afraid, isn’t that person 

fine?” 

“There’s an infection in the lungs, that means it’s already very serious.” He Chen had a deep look in his 

eyes as he said, “Take care of yourself.” 

He Chen’s words already clearly expressed the meaning he wanted to show. 

If Xiao Fan died or became disabled, he and Luo Qing Chen wouldn’t let this go. 

The domineering spirit of this wife loving demon was on full display at this moment! 
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Ten hours later, the doctor said that the patient was temporarily out of danger. She had returned early 

and Linda had informed her of the news. 

He Chen attached great importance to this, sending Linda to keep watch at the hospital when she didn’t 

have work. 

Inspired by He Chen, Linda’s every word was filled with confidence. 

In the end, mister Smith and his daughter Michelle paid for all of Xiao Fan’s medical expenses and 

medication, totaling fifty thousand yuan. 

Xiao Fan was also promoted to manager by Luo Qing Chen. The male manager that looked down on her 

had already been pettily fired by her! 

A person without any eyes, was he being kept here to fold dumplings? 

After getting out of the hospital at noon, Luo Qing Chen stopped He Chen who was heading off to get 

the car. 

“The very, very handsome mister He in front, please stop!” She put her hands at her hips and revealed a 

faint smile. That white face under that dazzling sun looked so elegant and beautiful. 

When He Chen turned around, Luo Qing Chen gave him a smile and quickly moved towards him. 

He Chen was afraid she would fall, so he took her waist the moment she entered his embrace. His 

expression changed as he said, “What is it……” 

Before he finished, she kissed his cool lips. 

A soft kiss, so shallow and sweet. 

He Chen’s mind was completely shaken in that moment and he was frozen in front of her. 

Only when that soft feeling left him did he react in an domineering manner. 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten. Mission completion rate is now 80%.] 

People come and go, time passes. At that moment, she was very much like a heroine, not caring about 

others, only having her most important person in her eyes. 

Carefully thinking about it, why should people care if others look at them? 

Do those people understand you? Most of them were just people passing by in your life! As long as you 

did what you wanted to do in front of the person most important to you, there would be no regrets. 

Luo Qing Chen’s heart was currently feeling this. 

“Why is mrs He suddenly not shy?” After a while, He Chen softly let her go and his eyes were filled with 

pampering. 

This kind of Luo Qing Chen really looked good, he would never get tired of her. If he took a few more 

looks, he would feel very good in the afternoon. 



“Un…..” She shyly scratched her head and said, “I have a kissing scene this afternoon! But I want to give 

my first kiss to my most important person!” 

Hearing the words ‘kissing scene’, his heart filled with dissatisfaction. But hearing the words ‘most 

important’, he felt that he should firmly stand behind her no matter what she did. 

“Un, although I really want you to use a stand in, I know that you are a very professional actor!” He Chen 

patted her head as his eyes filled with joy. After a while, he said, “I’m very honoured to be your most 

important person, I’m very happy.” 
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Actually he didn’t know that the really lucky person should be Luo Qing Chen. 

Being the male god He Chen’s wife, becoming the most important person in his life. 

The filming of “Ten Years” continued and after it was finished, Ji Li Sheng went a post on Weibo that 

created a new round of “Ten Years” discussions. 

[You are the one with the best acting and the best looks I’ve ever worked with. Ha, ha, I wonder if you’ll 

hit the top searches again!] 

Ten minutes later, Luo Qing Chen reposted Ji Li Sheng’s post and replied: [Come! Do it, there’s plenty of 

time! O(∩_∩)O] 

In less than an hour, the entire top search was taken by Luo Qing Chen! 

1. Ji Li Sheng boasting about Luo Qing Chen 

2. Yan Fan and Feng Cheng 

3. “Ten Years” releasing on 01/01 

4. “Su Tang” releasing on 01/01 

5. “Ten Years” vs “Su Tang” 

…… 

This wave of hot searches were quite special, Su Tang was also on the list. These two young love movies 

had been compared since the beginning. Su Tang captured the taste of young love, with a story of the 

school hunk falling in love. 

And “Ten Years” was a story of silent waiting. The characters that Zhe Xue wrote about made people 

unable to not love them. 

Even Luo Qing Chen felt like she was being led by the scene, feeling like she wanted to keep acting. 

The two scripts gave people different feelings because the “Su Tang” was written by You You and “Ten 

Years” was written by Zhe Xue. 

Zhe Xue gave the same feeling as his novel, clean and mysterious. 
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As New Years passed, the movies were coming soon. Star Art was busy preparing for the release of “Ten 

Years”, but they were being treated unfairly by the movie theaters. 

“Sorry! Although Star Art’s movies were all good this year, the leads of “Su Tang” are An Ming and Bei 

Chun Ni. The top celebrities will definitely earn us more!” Bright Gold Theaters gave the most prominent 

reason. 

All movies were ranked based on attendance. Although “Ten Years” was popular on Weibo, it couldn’t 

compare to “Su Tang” in terms of people who wanted to watch it. 

The reason for this was very simple, there were pros and cons in showbiz. Even if a newcomer gets good 

resources from a president, even if she has some fans now, she couldn’t avoid the gossip of others. 

Compared to this, “Su Tang” was much more stable. 

In the end, “Su Tang” took up 30% of the slots while “Ten Years” only took up around 10%. 

“Only 10%……” He Chen held the data and knit his brows. 

Luo Qing Chen leaned on the sofa drinking Wahaha and eating spicy strips, looking at him like she didn’t 

care at all! 

“It’s quite good!” Luo Qing Chen pursed her lips and said, “Director He, don’t worry, you have to have 

confidence in your wife!” 

Linda standing on the side felt like she had been force fed dog food, but she still gritted her teeth and 

said, “Director He, miss Ye’s words aren’t wrong. This is much higher than other movies that are only 

based on word of mouth!” 

“How much?” He Chen narrowed his eyes as he asked Linda. 

“3%……” Linda said in a difficult voice, “We’ve already used out greatest sincerity to discuss this, I’m 

afraid that Star Art will have to drop our price if we keep going!” 

“Linda.” He Chen knit his brows, “You know that I don’t care about this.” 

He didn’t care about their reputation, he just wanted to give her the best resources since he knew just 

how hard she worked! 

“But I care!” Luo Qing Chen took a bite of her spicy noodles as she said, “Gold will always be good, it will 

shine even with 1% of the slots!” 
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In a small corner, Bei Chun Ni shook the glass of red wine in her hand as she talked to a director of a 

certain theater company, “Many thanks for director Chen’s film slots. I also believe that “Su Tang” will 

give you corresponding gains.” 

This time, three of four major theater companies gave “Ten Years” 10% of the film slots and only this 

Rich Chen Theaters didn’t give Ten Years anything, rather they gave “Su Tang” 50%. 
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“Of course, how could those people with no fame compare to Ni Ni?” Director Chen’s hand subtly 

moved to Bei Chun Ni’s waist as a disgusting look appeared in his eyes. 

Bei Chun Ni didn’t feel discomfort at all, rather she came forward to say, “The person who acted in “Ten 

Years” was already a little girl with no fame, if it wasn’t for her relationship with director He, how could 

she be qualified to act in “Ten Years”. 

As long as she remembered what happened in Star Art, how that trash treated her, she was about to 

explode with rage! 

She wanted to show this nameless star that having some fame on Weibo didn’t mean that people would 

watch her movie. 

The audience wanted to see her famous face and the fake coupling between her and An Ming! 

“Didn’t I take revenge for you this time? With such low slots, “Ten Years” definitely can’t beat “Su Tang”. 

If you get the best actress award this year, don’t forget about me.” Chen Fa Fa raised a brow as he 

looked at her with a meaningful look. 

“Humph, you are still good!” Bei Chun Ni’s eyes moved slightly and she saw He Chen coming in with Luo 

Qing Chen. She said in a voice of disdain, “How would great god Zhe Xue feel if he knew that the film did 

so poorly because Luo Qing Chen was chosen as the female lead of “Ten Years”! No matter how you 

think about it, it’s smashing Zhe Xue’s work.” 

– 

When they came in, there were many bosses that toasted He Chen. He Chen just gave a slight nod and 

said, “Give me a minute.” 

As soon as his voice fell, he took Luo Qing Chen’s hand as he walked away. 

“What is this?” Luo Qing Chen thought about it and said, “Do they not know about our relationship?” 

He Chen patted her head and said, “There’s no one in the circle that doesn’t know about our 

relationship!” 

“That……” 

“Those people are toasting me because “Ten Years” is about to come out and I’m not as hard to toast as 

before.” He Chen said this while bringing her to the hotel’s massage chair, “You can just wait here for 

me.” 

She heard what he said and was a bit surprised. 

He Chen was that unapproachable before, no one could approach no matter what they did. However, 

because of “Ten Years”, he became much more approachable. 

She clearly knew why he did this. 

Warmth and emotion came together and she gave an obedient nod, “Un, I’ll wait for you to come back.” 

From now on, no matter where they were or what time it was, she would wait for him. 



He Chen gave her a pampering smile and helped her pour a cup of fruit juice before heading towards the 

crowd. 

Without knowing why, she felt quite relieved seeing this back. 

“Ai, only getting the female lead role from director He’s escort, I don’t know if Zhe Xue would want to 

take back the copyright for “Ten Years”!” Bei Chun Ni sat at her side and crossed her legs. Her high 

attitude revealed everything. 

Zhe Xue sending a post shocked everyone, but now that he was silent, it seemed like he wasn’t satisfied 

with this female lead! 
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Luo Qing Chen narrowed her cold eyes and said with a faint smile, “The hands are moving forward, but 

the body is moving back. In terms of psychology, this is a sign of being nervous. 

“Me…..What would I be nervous about?” Bei Chun Ni’s eyes were a bit unfocused, but she forced herself 

to be calm. She looked at Luo Qing Chen and said, “You shouldn’t be nervous, your “Ten Years” being 

able to get 10% of the slots is already good enough.” 

“Bei Chun Ni.” Luo Qing Chen said with a cold laugh, “Do you not know that a person who has nothing 

isn’t afraid of hitting rock bottom?” 

Bei Chun Ni heard this and she trembled. Luo Qing Chen’s words actually hit her heart. 

She was only a newcomer in the eyes of everyone. Even if the box office for “Ten Years” wasn’t good, 

she could say that the film slots were unfair or she could say that it was released at the same time as “Su 

Tang”. 

She had many excuses, but Bei Chun Ni had nothing 

A currently popular actress, although she couldn’t really act, she had made several films and her fame 

laid in that. 

“Su Tang” had many good resources and there was a veteran like An Ming as the male lead, all kinds of 

resources were being piled together. 

If the box office for “Su Tang” was not as good as expected, Bei Chun Ni and the entire crew would lose 

the public. 

“You also know you have nothing to lose!” Bei Chun Ni looked at Luo Qing Chen in disdain and 

pretended to be calm, “I don’t believe that someone who walked the back way can act, so what if you’re 

in “Ten Years”?” 

Every single word was filled with contempt. She couldn’t panic or lose! She was Bei Chun Ni. Now that 

Parkway had lost Bai Yi Yi, she was their most dazzling star. 
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“Un humph?” Luo Qing Chen looked at her and revealed a faint smile before saying with a cold snort, 

“Bei Chun Ni, it’s 11:53 right now and it’ll be midnight soon. The box office sales are coming out soon, 

why do you keep pretending?” 

“You……” Bei Chun Ni gritted her teeth and said, “The one who’s nervous is you!” 

“Bei Chun Ni, I say, is there a problem with your understanding or do you think that everyone is like 

you?” Luo Qing Chen sipped her juice and lowered her voice to say by her ear, “I won’t lose.” 

As soon as her voice fell, she slowly stood up and walked towards He Chen. Bei Chun Ni remained sitting 

as she tightly clenched her fists while her face turned a bit pale. 

Luo Qing Chen had always smashed the high wall she placed in front of her with a few words. Bei Chun 

Ni had never met a match for herself before, but this time…… 

Thinking of this, she panicked a bit and she picked up the phone to call An Ming. 

“Hey.” An Ming’s voice was a bit impatient. He was planning on coming to the banquet tonight, but his 

‘wife’ at him was doubting his recent whereabouts, so he didn’t come. 

“An Ming, are you sleeping? I want to talk to you.” Bei Chun Ni knit her brows and lowered her voice, 

“Can you come and accompany me?” 

“Aiyo, baby, I want to be with you too, but my wife is suspicious since our coupling is too popular!” An 

Ming said in a difficult voice, “There’s the movie promotion tomorrow, can’t we see each other then?” 

Bei Chun Ni bit her lip and a trace of unwillingness flashed in her eyes when she saw Luo Qing Chen 

standing by He Chen. 

Based on what could she have someone escort her the entire way and she was all alone! 
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She touched her stomach and said, “You said that you would divorce your wife last time, when would 

you do it!” 

There were many fans that supported their coupling and since “Su Tang” was about to release, if they 

really gave the fans some sugar, it might create new waves for the film. 

“My young miss, are you crazy?” An Ming simply couldn’t believe that Bei Chun Ni would suddenly say 

this. He bit his lip and said, “Aren’t you at the banquet? Can’t you be quiet!” 

“I’m pregnant.” Bei Chun Ni said with cold eyes, “After tonight, we will be the hottest couple! If you……” 

“Stop thinking about it!” An Ming cut her off with a cold snort, “Who knows who you got pregnant 

from? I’ve been careful every time, how could you get pregnant? Also, My image is a good old man! I 

need to show my loyalty to my wife, so I won’t get a divorce!” 

“An Ming!” Bei Chun Ni tightly bit her lip, “You didn’t say this when we were in bed together, do you 

want to burn this bridge?” 
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Bei Chun Ni already knew that An Ming’s fame in the circle wasn’t good, but the image outside was that 

he was a good man who treated his family well. 

The kissing scenes and the scenes in bed had made her slightly unable to control her yearning for An 

Ming. He had promised that he would definitely get divorced. 

But now…… 

“I burn bridges, please miss, are there a lack of one night stands in this business?” An Ming’s voice was a 

bit impatient and it was filled with teasing as he said, “It can’t be that you really fell in love with me, 

right?” 

For a girl like Bei Chun Ni, An Ming could grab one whenever he wanted, but he didn’t want them. 

In An Ming’s world, fame and fortune was more important than anything. It was because of this that 

even though he didn’t like his wife, he still brought her to various banquets. 

Because only a good man like this could be deeply rooted in the hearts of the fans! 

As for his private life, that was his own business. 

He found many disadvantages in the coupling with Bei Chun Ni, so this coupling wasn’t suited to his 

personality. 

“An Ming…..you scum!” Bei Chun Ni pursed her lips and said, “With this kind of acting, you really think 

you’re a veteran, that really is a joke. Remember this for me, it was me Bei Chun Ni who didn’t want 

you! After this night, my career will reach another level and you…..just wait!” 

As soon as her voice fell, she suddenly hung up and angrily left the banquet hall. 

When everyone thought that “Su Tang” would crush “Ten Years” whether it was in actors or film slots, it 

only took a single night for “Ten Years” to make a counterattack. 

Perhaps it was because of the lack of film slots that “Ten Years” had a full attendance rate. 

Everyone who came out of the theater couldn’t forget this movie, especially those couples that came 

together. 

There was one line that was very good. Ten years of love, nine years away, one thousand and fifty seven 

train tickets, most afraid of hearing you say you give up. 

The next morning, Star Art’s phone lines exploded. 

The first one to call was the Rich Chen Theaters since he was the only one that didn’t have “Ten Years”. 

“That…..can you have director He answer my call? We can discuss the price.” Chen Fa Fa didn’t listen to 

Linda’s explanation. He had been confused by Bei Chun Ni before, that’s why he did such a dumb thing. 

This was a lesson for him, Star Art’s film slots would definitely surpass 50% in the future. 

But even like this, He Chen had very decisively rejected him. 
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After all, in He Chen’s heart, the movie starring his wife definitely couldn’t fall to second place! 

In less than three days, the film slots of “Ten Years” went up to 30% while the slots for “Su Tang” fell 

down to 10%. 

The hot search list kept changing, but they were mostly related to “Ten Years”. 

1. Tribute to “Ten Years” 

2. The only movie that made me cry from beginning to end. 

3. Zhe Xue. 

…… 

There was no Feng Cheng or Luo Qing Chen in the search, everyone seemed to have jumped out of this 

box. 

They just loved the movie, they loved Zhe Xue who wrote this story. 

There were some things that really were different. The major film reviews for “Ten Years” completely 

crushed “Su Tang”. 

The score was 9.3 to 4.2 and the latter continued to fall. 

There were many original fans of “Su Tang” who said that Bei Chun Ni’s acting wasn’t worthy of Su Tang 

at all. 

All they saw was girl trying to act innocent as the Virgin Mary! 

Bei Chun Ni’s Weibo had many contributions over night, as all kinds of unfair things were exposed. 

The highest number of likes on her Weibo were: 

White Radish: I had great hopes for “Su Tang” at first, but once I saw the movie, it completely destroyed 

my views! Right now I’m just watching “Ten Years”! 9999 Likes. 

Spring Lily: I heard that the attendance rate for the premier of “Su Tang” was less than 30%. It seems like 

people really don’t like innocent girls and are bored of them. 9999 Likes. 

Hear the Melody: The world of literature belongs to great god Zhe Xue! I really want to know what kind 

of person could write something like “Ten Years”. 9999 Likes. 

…… 

He Chen’s handling of the matters was very strong. Seven days after “Su Tang” was released, quite a bit 

of bad news was released about An Ming. 

Among them was the mess between him and Bei Chun Ni. An Ming’s image had collapsed and Bei Chun 

Ni was called a mistress. 
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Although they had repeatedly stated that this was all false, there was no impenetrable wall in this world. 

Things like proof, when people didn’t want you to overturn this, there wasn’t much needed! 

Ten days later, because of bad box office sales and pressure from the public, “Su Tang” was removed 

from theaters. 

“Director He, Rich Chen Theaters keeps calling us. They want to buy the rights to “Ten Years” for a high 

price and they promised to show it for a month.” Linda put the file on the desk and said, “He’s already 

called for ten days now.” 

“Even if he calls for a hundred days, we will always be enemies.” He Chen’s expression changed slightly. 

Thinking of how proud he had looked when “Ten Years” was premiering, his black bellied side began to 

show. 

Although Linda said that He Chen was always calm and steady, putting the company’s interests first in 

many things. 

Right now in He Chen’s heart, the first place would always be one thing. 

It was his wife, Luo Qing Chen. 

The box office sales of “Ten Years” kept growing and word of mouth kept spreading. The major theaters 

kept increasing the film slots, causing Luo Qing Chen and Ji Li Sheng to become famous overnight. 

This kind of fame was different from the online fame from before. This time…..they really stood at a 

height that no one could match. 

Even if “Ten Years” was popular for a year, the author who had always been on the hot searches never 

appeared. 

He didn’t seem to care about this glory at all, he was a hermit that separated himself from this world. 

Finally on a starless night, Luo Qing Chen couldn’t help asking He Chen, “Have you seen Zhe Xue 

before?” 
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Chapter 859: Golden boss: The film empress ex-wife’s cuteness (Part 60) 

He Chen was surprised and his eyes sparkled as he asked, “You want to see him?” 

“Which person that likes “Ten Years” doesn’t want to see him!” Luo Qing Chen gave two ‘ze, ze’ sounds, 

“There are rumours in the internet that Zhe Xue is an immortal who has ascended, coming down to the 

mortal realm to write this book to play.” 

Although it sounded very strange, she actually felt that it made a bit of sense! 

“Alright……” He Chen was surprised hearing this, as he revealed a very helpless look. 

“So have you seen him or not?” Luo Qing Chen pursed her lips into a faint smile. 

He Chen thought about it before saying, “It should be…..considered that I’ve seen him before!” 
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This was her first time hearing He Chen being this vague and only on the day of the film awards that she 

understood why! 

It was the November of another year. This year Luo Qing Chen seemed to have disappeared from the 

entertainment business, not taking another movie. 

At first the fans kept saying that Luo Qing Chen took ‘the back door’ to insult her, but then they didn’t 

have anything else to say to attack her. 

Because she was traveling around the world with her mister He that year. 

Even if she was a famous movie star. 

Even if there were many high paying movies that contacted her. 

She declined them all without hesitation. 

It was just because she knew that her family’s mister He didn’t like her acting. Although he didn’t say 

anything, she knew. 

The man who paved the road for her, he was worth her retiring for. 

“The movie for that novel last time isn’t worse than “Ten Years” and they invited you so sincerely, you’re 

really not going?” He Chen held her hand as they walked along the beach at sunset. 

The sea breeze blew across them, feeling very refreshing. 

“I feel that there is no novel in this world better than “Ten Years”!” Luo Qing Chen pursed her lips into a 

smile, “In short, if there is no novel better than “Ten Years”, as the wife of the He Family, I naturally 

wouldn’t lower my value, don’t you think!” 

“Really, you admire Zhe Xue that much!” He Chen’s eyes had a faint sparkle as he asked, “Because he is 

mysterious?” 

“It’s not that.” She thought about it before saying, “There is a very strange feeling, it feels like fate being 

able to act in his novel!” 

He Chen didn’t say anything, he just silently looked at her face as his lips curled into a faint smile. 

It was a very, very warm smile. 

Three days later, at the Ruiliska Film Festival. 

“Ten Years” was one of the eight finalist for the hottest movies this year. The revenue for this movie had 

reached over three billion, becoming the benchmark for teen love movies. 

The so-called “Su Tang” ended with a profit of 1.2 million. The difference was so great that when it came 

to the Ruiliska Film Festival, everyone had forgotten that there was a movie called “Su Tang”. 

Luo Qing chen who played Feng Cheng was listed for the best newcomer and the best actress, the later 

being the so-called film empress of the Ruiliska Film Festival. 



He Chen was sitting beside her and when the camera came over them, there was a cheer from the 

crowd. 

After the movie “Ten Years” became popular, the fans didn’t stand with the fake couples, but strangely 

envied the fact that there was a He Chen in Luo Qing Chen’s life. 

If there wasn’t this person, there wouldn’t have been such a real Feng Cheng. 

There were some differences between their story and “Ten Years”, but He Chen’s personality was 

strangely similar to Yan Fan. 
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Chapter 860: Golden boss: The film empress ex-wife’s cuteness (Part 61) 

When looking at the cameras, Luo Qing Chen tilted her head in embarrassment. Seeing this, He Chen 

softly patted her head. 

This small action would rank first on the hot search list in half an hour. 

Although becoming the Ruiliska film empress was Luo Qing Chen’s side quest, with He Chen here, she 

didn’t feel nervous at all. 

The host on stage spoke in an excited voice and four figures appeared on the screen. 

Bai Yi Yi and Bei Chun Ni who thought that they could trample Luo Qing Chen weren’t even considered, 

what a joke. 

Along with her acting skills, she also had He Chen escorting her. 

Effort was definitely necessary in life, but there were things in life that weren’t accomplished with just 

effort. 

If there wasn’t He Chen, she would have taken many detours. 

“Are you nervous?” He tightly held her hand as a faint sparkle appeared in his eyes. 

She shook her head and said, “I’m not afraid with you here.” 

Her voice was very soft, but there was a bit of warm love to it. 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten. Mission completion rate is now 90%.] 

If it wasn’t for the reminder of the system, Luo Qing Chen would have forgotten that there was still 

affection between her and He Chen. 

She felt like she was the princess pampered by him. This kind of pampering didn’t have a limit in his 

heart. 

When she thought about it, she was quite happy. 

“Congratulations to the “Ten Years” female lead Luo Qing Chen on winning best actress!” The picture 

froze on Luo Qing Chen’s face and she pursed her lips into an elegant smile. 

The spotlight fell onto her and she lifted her skirt as she walked onto the stage. 
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“The movie “Ten Years” has created too many miracles and Feng Cheng came about because of our Qing 

Chen!” The host handed the trophy to her and said, “I believe that you must have a lot to say.” 

Luo Qing Chen took the trophy with a soft laugh. Her smile remained, but she didn’t act excited. 

“Un, I’m very happy that my efforts were recognized.” She turned to look at He Chen under the stage, “I 

only have two people to thank. One is my husband He Chen and the other is the author of “Ten Years”, 

Zhe Xue.” 

The host was stunned. In most cases, the one who won best actress would thank the director or their 

crew. 

This was the first time that someone had said something so true. The words just flowed, there was no 

pride or acting. 

“Ha, ha, good words!” The host continued, “There is a very careful question here. Before you received 

the award, how likely did Qing Chen think that you were going to win?” 

“Si.” Everyone took a cold breath. The film festival was a hot topic, so this question really was a bit 

sharp. 

But Luo Qing Chen just said with a faint smile, “100%!” 

There was a silence for three seconds. He Chen was the first to applaud before the waves of applause 

followed it. 

She said with a sweet smile, “Prepare yourself, give your best performance, and be confident, then you 

just wait for the best awards.” 

This was her closing remark at the Ruiliske Film Festival and she became the benchmark for newcomers 

for a long time. 

Of course, after the film festival, there was a phrase that flowed in the business. 

You can’t just succeed with effort, the key thing is that you don’t have a ‘He Chen’ in your life. 


